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Save ebook of slow storm by danica novgorodoff a firefighter in rural kentucky, ursa
searches for her place in life, struggling to meet her own expectations. when a tornado
hits her town, the ensuing chaos brings her world into sharp focus, somehow making
everything clearer, and ursa finds that she just can’t stomach the way her life is going. it
is then that she meets rafi, an illegal immigrant whose life isn’t going a firefighter in
rural kentucky, ursa searches for her place in life, struggling to meet her own
expectations. when a tornado hits her town, the ensuing chaos brings her world into
sharp focus, somehow making everything clearer, and ursa finds that she just can’t
stomach the way her life is going. it is then that she meets rafi, an illegal immigrant
whose life isn’t going the way he’d pictured it either. their encounter is the catalyst for
ursa and rafi, who take different roads to the realization that wanting your life to change
isn’t enough to make it happen. slow storm stands apart as a graphic novel with its
literary heart and charged, atmospheric watercolor and ink artwork. the storm builds

around the characters and inside them, and moments of violence and tenderness
suddenly crack like lightning. with slow storm, danica novgorodoff takes her place as a
talent to be reckoned with in the literary world. ...more
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STORM'S HEART (ELDER RACES #2)
he's a wyr warrior, a god of storms. she's the heir to the dark fae throne. but desire
will bring both to their knees in this all-new novel of the elder races. during the
rule of her murderous dark fae uncle, thistle "tricks" periwinkle found sanctuary
among the wyr in new york. her ethereal beauty and sparkling personality won the
hearts of the public, but after her uncle' he's a wyr warrior, a god of storms. she's
the heir to the dark fae throne. but desire will bring both to their knees in this allnew novel of the elder races. during the rule of her murderous dark fae uncle,
thistle "tricks" periwinkle found sanctuary among the wyr in new york. her
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ethereal beauty and sparkling personality won the hearts of the public, but after
her uncle's death, there are those who don't want to see her ascend to the throne.
able to wield thunder and lightning, wyr sentinel tiago black eagle has ruled the
skies for centuries. his massive build and thunderous power make him one of the
wyr's best weapons. and he's sent to protect tricks when she's almost assassinated
in chicago. soon, both tiago and tricks will fall prey to the stormy hunger that
engulfs them—a passion that will shake the very foundation of all the worlds.
...more

CHILDREN'S EBOOK: &QUOT;OLIVER SPIDER AND THE
STORM&QUOT; (BOOKS ON SPIDERS)
oliver spider and the storm oliver spider is no ordinary spider! he is witty and
cunning and he will do whatever it takes to get what he really wants. "oliver
spider and the storm” is a fun tale that explores oliver spider’s ability to devise
mischief and it reveals his interesting fate as a result. lessons and surprises!
children ages 3 - 8 (or maybe even older) will enj oliver spider and the storm
oliver spider is no ordinary spider! he is witty and cunning and he will do
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whatever it takes to get what he really wants. "oliver spider and the storm” is a fun
tale that explores oliver spider’s ability to devise mischief and it reveals his
interesting fate as a result. lessons and surprises! children ages 3 - 8 (or maybe
even older) will enjoy this story as an “anytime” story or “bedtime” story. also,
younger children will enjoy the fun pictures and listening you read to them.
children will learn that deception, greed and selfishness never pay off in the end.
pick up your copy today! also, look out for more in the oliver spider series, he’s
always up to something. more coming soon for the oliver spider series! ...more

ZERO CARB 2015 COOKBOOK COLLECTION BOX SET - ZERO CARB 2015 COOKBOOK, ZERO CARB 2015
APPETIZER COOKBOOK, ZERO CARB 2015 SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK &AMP; ZERO CARB 2015 SOUP
COOKBOOK
wow! zero carb 2015 complete cookbook collection box set is free to borrow for all amazon prime members and absolutely free
to all kindleunlimited subscribers! also note zero carb 2015 complete cookbook collection box set is available on all amazon
kindle devices, any microsoft or apple computers with the free kindle applications and any android devices, iphones or ios dev
wow! zero carb 2015 complete cookbook collection box set is free to borrow for all amazon prime members and absolutely free
to all kindleunlimited subscribers! also note zero carb 2015 complete cookbook collection box set is available on all amazon
kindle devices, any microsoft or apple computers with the free kindle applications and any android devices, iphones or ios
devices with the absolutely free kindle app! discover susan j. sterling’s zero carb cooking at its best with her all new zero carb
2015 complete cookbook collection box set featuring all of susan’s zero carb 2015 cookbooks! enjoy super delicious zero carb
appetizers, zero carb soups and zero carb main dishes and watch the pounds melt like magic! low carb living is not just a diet,
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it’s a lifestyle! zero carb 2015 complete cookbook collection box set includes: zero carb 2015 cookbook zero carb 2015
appetizer cookbook zero carb 2015 slow cooker cookbook zero carb 2015 soup cookbook here’s a quick sampling of recipes
you’ll find in the zero carb 2015 complete cookbook collection box set: zero carb cheesy bacon and sausage breakfast
casserole! zero carb pork tenderloin teriyaki! zero carb grilled crab legs with drawn butter! zero carb chicken encrusted with
parmesan! zero carb southern fried chicken! zero carb spaghetti and meatballs! zero carb spicy shrimp delight! zero carb
teriyaki chicken wings! zero carb philadelphia cheese steak bites! zero carb bacon wrapped barbeque shrimp! zero carb chili
dip! zero carb crispy pork cracklings! very low carb sea scallops wrapped in prosciutto! zero carb saucy italian meatballs! zero
carb slow cooker barbecued pulled pork! zero carb slow cooker spaghetti and meatballs! zero carb slow cooker duck a la
orange! zero carb slow cooker greek lemon chicken! zero carb slow cooker florida fish chowder! zero carb slow cooker sausage
and bacon breakfast casserole! pork ramen soup! zero carb greek lemon chicken soup! zero carb chicken chili! zero carb
seafood bisque! zero carb shrimp curry soup! zero carb indian tomato soup! ...more
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THE EVERYTHING SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK: 300 DELICIOUS,
HEALTHY MEALS THAT YOU CAN TOSS IN YOUR CROCK300
DELICIOUS, HEALTHY MEALS THAT YOU CAN TOSS IN YOUR
CROCKERY AND PREPARE IN A SNAP ERY AND PREPARE IN A
SNAP
a comprehensive cookbook providing simple instructions, prep times, and degree
of attention required, to allow readers to employ their slow cookers to the fullest
potential.
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GEORGE R R MARTIN SONG OF ICE AND FIRE HARDCOVER 5
BOOK SET: A GAME OF THRONES, A CLASH OF KINGS, A STORM
OF SWORDS, A FEAST FOR CROWS AND A DANCE WITH DRAGONS
(SONG OF ICE AND FIRE HARDCOVER 5 BOOK SET) (A SONG OF
ICE AND FIRE #1-5)
george r.r. martin's a song of ice and fire is the greatest fantasy epic of the modern
age, and is now available in a collectible box set. now a major sky atlantic tv
series from hbo, featuring a stellar cast. george r.r. martin's a song of ice and fire
series has set the benchmark for contemporary epic fantasy. labelled by time
magazine as one of the top 100 most influent george r.r. martin's a song of ice and
fire is the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age, and is now available in a
collectible box set. now a major sky atlantic tv series from hbo, featuring a stellar
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cast. george r.r. martin's a song of ice and fire series has set the benchmark for
contemporary epic fantasy. labelled by time magazine as one of the top 100 most
influential people in the world, martin has conjured a world as complex and
vibrant as that of j.r.r. tolkien's, populated by a huge cast of fascinating, complex
characters, and boasting a history that stretches back twelve thousand years. three
great storylines weave through the books, charting the civil war for control of the
seven kingdoms; the defence of the towering wall of ice in the uttermost north
against the unearthly threat of the others; and across the narrow sea the rise to
power of daenerys targaryen and the last live dragons in the world. the hbo
adaption of a game of thrones is currently airing worldwide. the box set includes:
a game of thrones a clash of kings a storm of swords, 1: steel and snow a storm of
swords, 2: blood and gold a feast for crows a dance with dragons ...more

DASH DIET: HOW DASH DIET CAN HELP YOU LOWER HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, HELP
WEIGHT LOSS AND AMP A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE-WHY DASH DIET TAKING AMERICA BY
STORM (DASH DIET ACTION PLAN, DASH DIET MENU, DASH DIET)
proven steps and strategies on how to use the dash diet to achieve health and weight loss today only, get this
amazon bestseller for just $0.99. regularly priced at $4.99. read on your pc, mac, smart phone, tablet or kindle
device. dash diet helps protect your body against the risk of having cardiovascular diseases. lifestyle and food
choices are main risk factors for dev proven steps and strategies on how to use the dash diet to achieve health
and weight loss today only, get this amazon bestseller for just $0.99. regularly priced at $4.99. read on your
pc, mac, smart phone, tablet or kindle device. dash diet helps protect your body against the risk of having
cardiovascular diseases. lifestyle and food choices are main risk factors for developing severe debilitating
conditions. cardiovascular diseases have been ranked as among the top reasons for disability and death,
worldwide. obesity is one of the major predisposing factors to this type of health problem. food choices are
the main culprit in developing obesity. the dash diet targets this predisposing factor. it aims to reduce or
prevent obesity, which in turn, decreases the risk for heart and blood vessel problems. as a result, the body
loses weight or is prevented from gaining weight. what a great way to keep the body healthy. protect the heart
and get a great lean and healthy body on the side. now you wonder how that works. get to know the “miracle”
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that is dash. this book contains all the information you need on what the dash diet is, how it works, and how to
make it effective for you. keeping the body slim, fit and healthy needs adequate knowledge on how the body
works, the effects of diet, and benefits of exercise. having a great body should reflect the health from within.
this book contains guidelines on how to properly use the dash diet to achieve a healthy body. answers to the
common problem of getting past the plateau and how to stick to this diet for life are also found here. read on
and learn how to get amazing results. here is a preview of what you'll learn... hypertension and health dash for
health dash for weight loss dash food guidelines how to effectively use dash dash for your life much, much
more! download your copy today! take action today and download this book for a limited time discount of
only $0.99! tags: dash diet, dash diet kindle, dash diet coockbook, dash diet weight loss solution, dash diet for
beginners, dash diet action plan, dash diet menu, dash diet recipes, the dash diet, what is the dash diet, diet
plans, paleo diet, gluten free diet, blood pressure, how to lose weight, weight loss, losing weight, how to lose
weight fast, high blood pressure, hypertension, diabetes, cholesterol, normal blood pressure, low blood
pressure, heart disease, pulmonary hypertension, how to lower blood pressure, high blood pressure lowered
naturally, high blood pressure diet, high blood pressure coockbook, high blood pressure cure, hypertension
diet, hypertension high blood pressure, hypertension coockbook, dash diet handout, dash diet guidelines, dash
diet book, low carb diet, dash diet foods, healthy diet foods, lose weight fast, hcg diet .more
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STAR WARS: DAWN OF THE JEDI, VOLUME 1: FORCE STORM
(STAR WARS: DAWN OF THE JEDI #1)
here begins the tale of the dawn of the jedi, the star wars of 25,000 years ago-before lightsabers, before hyperspace travel, before the jedi spread throughout the
galaxy, when connections to the force were new. on the planet tython, a group of
beings--scientists, philosophers, and warriors--strive to maintain peace and to
balance the mystifying power known as the force. here begins the tale of the dawn
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of the jedi, the star wars of 25,000 years ago--before lightsabers, before
hyperspace travel, before the jedi spread throughout the galaxy, when connections
to the force were new. on the planet tython, a group of beings--scientists,
philosophers, and warriors--strive to maintain peace and to balance the mystifying
power known as the force. but a stranger is coming, one who will disrupt the
balance with his arrival and his own connection to the force. everything in their
system is about to change...the doors to the galaxy have been opened .more

PALEO DIET 50 SLOW COOKER RECIPES (PALEO DIET RECIPES)
every hard working person who is struggling with finding time for healthy eating
and weight loss struggles with the same quandaries. have you found yourself
wishing you had the time and energy to cook a healthy, home cooked meal for
dinner? do you wish you had more time to prepare meals full of fresh, lean meats
and healthy vegetables? those dinners that come in boxes and b every hard
working person who is struggling with finding time for healthy eating and weight
loss struggles with the same quandaries. have you found yourself wishing you had
the time and energy to cook a healthy, home cooked meal for dinner? do you wish
you had more time to prepare meals full of fresh, lean meats and healthy
vegetables? those dinners that come in boxes and bags might be quick and easy,
but they are also loaded in fat, sodium and preservatives. even if they are
advertised as diet entrees, they're just not good for you. when you work long
hours but still want to feed healthy meals to your family, what can you do?
fortunately, there is a solution. my book will explain how to use your slow cooker
to create 50 delicious, healthy dishes for your family that will cook themselves
while you're at work, at the gym, out on the town or otherwise occupied. there are
many healthy eating cookbooks and slow cooker cookbooks on the market, but
this book offers a unique advantage- each one of the 50 recipes included follows
the paleo diet. the paleo diet, a popular muscle building and fat loss diet, had
quickly swept the nation. many people from celebrities to athletes to every day
people looking to improve their health have taken to following the diet. it is a
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healthy alternative to high fat meals loaded with fats and unnatural chemical
ingredients. the principle of the paleo diet is simple. our paleolithic ancestors ate
the foods that they hunted and gathered, and as such, they maintained a lean,
muscular and healthy structure that allowed them to survive within their nomadic
lifestyle. in the paleolithic era, animal husbandry and farming had not evolved to
the point where dairy and grain were a part of the typical person's diet. switching
to the paleo eating style includes removing dairy and grain from your diet. the
absence of milk fat will help to promote good health, while cutting unnecessary
carbohydrates will encourage the body to burn fat for fuel during exercise and
regular daily activity instead of relying on those pesky carbs for energy. the
inclusion of fresh vegetables, fruits and lean proteins contributes healthy vitamins
and nutrients while accelerating the speed of the metabolism, reducing excessive
appetite and food cravings and strengthening and rebuilding muscle tissue. with
my book, you can easily learn to prepare any of 50 healthy, hearty paleo dishes
that are great for you and your family. not only does each dish taste delicious, you
can rest easy knowing that meals are being made with healthy, natural ingredients
that are nutritious and low in fat and carbohydrates. with all the stress of a busy
lifestyle, cooking a healthy dinner in the evening is sometimes just too
overwhelming- however, by learning how to prepare paleo meals in the slow
cooker, you can be assured that your family will eat right every night. you can
stop relying on frozen meals and preservatives and get back to nature with paleo
meals in your slow cooker. ...more
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TOP 30 EASY VEGETARIAN SLOW COOKER RECIPES FOR BUSY
WOMEN: SET IT AND FORGET IT (FIRST VEGETARIAN RECIPES
COOKBOOK FOR BUSY WOMEN VOL 2)
inside the book you will find: 1. slow cooker soup & stew recipes 2. slow cooker
chili recipes 3. slow cooker dessert recipes 4. and many, many more! also, with
this book you will: - never get lost with recipes in alphabet order and clickable
table of contents, that interfaces with kindle's navigation menu. - feel yourself like
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a pro with easy to follow directions, that would inside the book you will find: 1.
slow cooker soup & stew recipes 2. slow cooker chili recipes 3. slow cooker
dessert recipes 4. and many, many more! also, with this book you will: - never get
lost with recipes in alphabet order and clickable table of contents, that interfaces
with kindle's navigation menu. - feel yourself like a pro with easy to follow
directions, that wouldn't let you make any mistake! every step is easy&short and
numbered. - enjoy reading with clear formatting + helpful links. ...more

UNDER STORM'S WING
this text collects: all that helen thomas wrote about the poet edward thomas; the
volumes as it was and world without end; her letters to edward; and separate
memoirs of her meetings with w.h. davies, d.h. lawrence, ivor gurney, eleanor
farjeon, robert frost and w.h. hudson.
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STORM'S FURY
boyds mills press publishes a wide range of high-quality fiction and nonfiction
picture books, chapter books, novels, and nonfiction
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THE $7 A MEAL SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK: 301 DELICIOUS,
NUTRITIOUS RECIPES THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE301
DELICIOUS, NUTRITIOUS RECIPES THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL
LOVE! !
gone are the days of tv trays and microwaveable meals as more and more families
choose to return to the dinner table. yet as food costs continue to rise, and parents
are always strapped for time, they need new ways to cook easy and affordable
meals for their kids--and fast. with this cookbook, families will find 301 great
recipes that almost cook themselves, including spicy gone are the days of tv trays
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and microwaveable meals as more and more families choose to return to the
dinner table. yet as food costs continue to rise, and parents are always strapped for
time, they need new ways to cook easy and affordable meals for their kids--and
fast. with this cookbook, families will find 301 great recipes that almost cook
themselves, including spicy turkey meatballs; hearty root vegetable soup; pizza
fondue; crock-pot fajitas; black bean lasagna; and more. this comprehensive, allpurpose cookbook is packed with simple instructions, nutritional information, and
the amount of money needed for each recipe and makes preparing delicious,
healthy, and cheap meals easier than ever before! ...more

POOH'S FOUR SEASONS: POOH'S FOUR SEASON: POOHS FALL
HARVEST; POOH AND THE STORM THAT SPARKLED; POOH'S
XMAS GIFTS; POOH'S EASTER EGG HUNT
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40 FABULOUS CHICKEN RECIPES FOR DINNER FOR YOUR SLOW
COOKER (EASY DINNER RECIPES - THE CHICKEN CROCK POT
RECIPES COLLECTION)
are you looking for easy chicken recipes? well who isn’t? chicken is a very
popular main ingredient for many entrees. one of the reasons is because you can
do so many different things with it, it is pretty easy to come up with quick dinner
recipes of tasty chicken dishes. inside 40 fabulous chicken recipes for dinner for
your slow cooker you will find a wide variety of recip are you looking for easy
chicken recipes? well who isn’t? chicken is a very popular main ingredient for
many entrees. one of the reasons is because you can do so many different things
with it, it is pretty easy to come up with quick dinner recipes of tasty chicken
dishes. inside 40 fabulous chicken recipes for dinner for your slow cooker you
will find a wide variety of recipes to try. we hope you enjoy them all! what type of
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easy slow cooker recipes will you find in this book? there are a total of 40
different slow cooker chicken recipes inside this book. all of these would fall into
the category of recipes for dinner, although, the leftovers would be excellent for
lunch or brunch the next day. some examples of the recipes for chicken include:
arroz con pollo (2 different versions) chicken enchiladas (2 different versions)
cheesy chicken and canadian bacon spicy bloody mary chicken cheesy slow
cooker chicken chicken in hot & spicy sauce & many more…. for a full list of
what you can see inside, scroll up and click on the look inside feature and check
out the table of contents! are these recipes considered quick and easy chicken
recipes? most recipes that you prepare in a crock pot or slow cooker are quick and
easy in regards to preparation, however, most recipes take anywhere from 4 hours
to 10 hours to complete. so prep time for these easy crock pot recipes is generally
low, but you will be waiting for the food to be ready! ...more

THE GEORGE R R MARTIN SONG OF ICE AND FIRE HARDCOVER
BOX SET FEATURING A GAME OF THRONES, A CLASH OF KINGS, A
STORM OF SWORDS, AND A FEAST FOR CROWS (AMAZON
EXCLUSIVE) (SONG OF FIRE AND ICE)
george r. r. martin's a song of ice and fire series has become, in many ways, the
gold standard for modern epic fantasy. martin--dubbed the "american tolkien" by
time magazine--has created a world that is as rich and vital as any piece of
historical fiction, set in an age of knights and chivalry and filled with a plethora of
fascinating, multidimensional characters that yo george r. r. martin's a song of ice
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and fire series has become, in many ways, the gold standard for modern epic
fantasy. martin--dubbed the "american tolkien" by time magazine--has created a
world that is as rich and vital as any piece of historical fiction, set in an age of
knights and chivalry and filled with a plethora of fascinating, multidimensional
characters that you love, hate to love, or love to hate as they struggle for control of
a divided kingdom. it is this very vitality that has led it to be adapted as the hbo
miniseries "game of thrones." this boxed set includes the following novels: a
game of thrones a clash of kings a storm of swords a feast for crows --this text
refers to the mass market paperback edition. ...more

THE LITTLES AND THE BIG STORM (THE LITTLES #9)
the seventh book from the classic series is ready to grab the attention of a new
generation! fresh cover art brings an updated look to this timeless favorite. a
storm is coming and it's up to the littles to make sure that the biggs' house is taken
care of. then strange things start happening around the house during the storm: the
littles hear noises and things start to disa the seventh book from the classic series
is ready to grab the attention of a new generation! fresh cover art brings an
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updated look to this timeless favorite. a storm is coming and it's up to the littles to
make sure that the biggs' house is taken care of. then strange things start
happening around the house during the storm: the littles hear noises and things
start to disappear! but there's no time to solve the mystery, because the basement
is flooding! the littles need to get the house under control before everything is
ruined. ...more
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STORM GLASS (GLASS #1)
as a glassmaker and a magician-in-training, opal cowen understands trial by fire.
now it's time to test her mettle. someone has sabotaged the stormdancer clan's
glass orbs, killing their most powerful magicians. the stormdancers—particularly
the mysterious and mercurial kade—require opal's unique talents to prevent it
happening again. but when the mission goes awry, opal m as a glassmaker and a
magician-in-training, opal cowen understands trial by fire. now it's time to test her
mettle. someone has sabotaged the stormdancer clan's glass orbs, killing their
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most powerful magicians. the stormdancers—particularly the mysterious and
mercurial kade—require opal's unique talents to prevent it happening again. but
when the mission goes awry, opal must tap in to a new kind of magic as
stunningly potent as it is frightening. and the further she delves into the intrigue
behind the glass and magic, the more distorted things appear. with lives hanging
in the balance—including her own—opal must control powers she hadn't known
she possessed… - powers that might lead to disaster beyond anything she's ever
known. ...more

ANGEL IN THE STORM (ANGEL #2)
fifteen-year-old megan's younger brother max has been kidnapped by judas, an
evil angel, who has sold him to a human trafficking ring working out of new
orleans. judas is determined to destroy max’s soul. framed for max's murder,
megan, along with the help of johnny who is a good angel, and her friends, must
stay one step ahead of the police and an approaching hurricane in fifteen-year-old
megan's younger brother max has been kidnapped by judas, an evil angel, who has
sold him to a human trafficking ring working out of new orleans. judas is
determined to destroy max’s soul. framed for max's murder, megan, along with
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the help of johnny who is a good angel, and her friends, must stay one step ahead
of the police and an approaching hurricane in an attempt to save max before it's
too late. in his ultimate quest to conquer megan, judas leaves a trail of death and
offers her an impossible choice. will megan sacrifice herself for those she loves?
aol named "the angel series" the christian alternative to "twilight" by stephenie
meyers. coming in november 2011 - angel in the ice, book 3 check cbs news koin
tv interview on youtube for lisa's author interview. dusty catlett - cover designer
...more

THE PRINCE OF TENNIS, VOLUME 11: PREMONITION OF A STORM
(THE PRINCE OF TENNIS #11)
practice games soar to a new level as the seishun academy intra-squad games get
underway. meanwhile, the semifinal match between fudomine and yamabuki at
the city tournament is put on ice when word reaches kippei that his teammates
were involved in a car accident. but the real fun begins when seishun's momo
steps onto the court to play yamabuki's kiyosumi sengoku. momo sur practice
games soar to a new level as the seishun academy intra-squad games get
underway. meanwhile, the semifinal match between fudomine and yamabuki at
the city tournament is put on ice when word reaches kippei that his teammates
were involved in a car accident. but the real fun begins when seishun's momo
steps onto the court to play yamabuki's kiyosumi sengoku. momo sure wasn't
prepared to face a player who uses a racket with an unusually low string
tension...! .more
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BONE: EYES OF THE STORM (BONE (BONE #3; ISSUES 13-20)
as the first bone trilogy comes to a conclusion, questions are answered, mysteries are
revealed, and the stage is set for the brewing conflict in the valley. jeff smith is in top
form in bone: eyes of the storm. his artful balancing of humor, suspense, and pathos
makes for an unforgettable reading experience. the dream sequences in this volume are
inspired pieces of comics as the first bone trilogy comes to a conclusion, questions are
answered, mysteries are revealed, and the stage is set for the brewing conflict in the
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valley. jeff smith is in top form in bone: eyes of the storm. his artful balancing of
humor, suspense, and pathos makes for an unforgettable reading experience. the dream
sequences in this volume are inspired pieces of comics storytelling, especially the sixpage "moby bone" sequence: the pacing, illustration, symbolism, and panel layout are
close to perfect. a special addition to this collection is a set of more than 40 pages that
have been retouched from the already near-perfect original comics. there are also 5
never-before-seen story pages and 9 new illustrations. ...more
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